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About participation:
1. Conducting the event on 24th Aug’21 from 15:00 hrs to 18:00 hrs.
2. Total 45 schools & 70 Teachers from those schools, for Jettoy & skimmer, participated in the event.
3. Total Schools participated were around 45 Nos having 70 teachers for Jettoy and Skimmer.

We covered the following regions: Delhi, Faridabad, Gurgaon, Radaur, Ghaziabad, Ballabgarh, Bahadurgarh.

Queries raised:
1. Teachers asked about technical queries during the fabrication.
2. Teachers were interested to know about the next event with students.
3. Questions related to the actual competition involving students were asked.

Feedbacks by Teachers:
1. Teachers well appreciated the training provided, learnings imparted and smoothly queries resolved by the AWIM team.
2. Teachers seem to be eagerly waiting for the offline competition involving students.
3. Few teachers couldn’t receive the kits, so kits will be dispatched again to them, by 26th Aug’21.

Actions to be taken:
1. Need to work upon changing the online platform.
2. Need to dispatch the kits before 15 days of the event, so that in case of issue kits can be resent in time.
Few glimpses

The training session was conducted very efficiently. We would appreciate if the videos and the criteria for assessment are shared.

That’s such a nice and motivational session... very interesting and knowledgeable too... (NAMRITA FROM PDM MIDDLE SCHOOL) CITY-BAHADURGARH

I also thankful to u for amazing session and sharing your views and...

mam please unmute me

Thanku so much sir really it’s wonderful session I am from Jai Pu..
Glitches faced by the Working Team:

1. ‘Go to webinar’ was difficult to work with for the audience, presenter & working team.

2. Showing video & speaking at the same time were not possible.

3. Unable to hear sound properly, mute & unmute option for all participants was difficult to do.

4. Couldn’t let audience open the webcam for knowing the status of live toy making.

5. On the platform, questions & answers section was also not easy to use by everyone.

6. For group photos in the end, at a time, only 5-6 people could be seen

7. It was difficult to engage with everyone because of the online platform.

Proposal for future cases:

A different platform like Microsoft Teams can be used for better engagement & smooth transfer of video, audio rights to the audience.
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